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Abstract

In traditional computing system, load balancer, interim selecting the process, determine the destination computing node based on describing Indicators process status. In distributed Exascale computing system, due to the possibility of occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature in execution time, it is possible. That the chosen destination computing node affected with dynamic and interactive nature so cannot be considered as a destination in process migration. This paper, by changing management approach in process migration. Consider process as an abstract element on the target computing node and calculates the impact of the factors the parameters affecting the process.

Considering the above factors make process migration manager able to create sets of computational node that can be considered as destination computing node.

In the event of a dynamic and interactive nature, in each element of the set, the process migration management, consider the effects of the factors affecting the activity of the process management and then re-weighs the computing element which make the above set. Using this mechanism allow the process migration management in case of dynamic and interactive nature occurrence in destination able to decide about changing on global activity execution so it is not necessary to recall load balancer manager in order to choose destination computing node. These subject louds to decrease execution time of process migration activity in distributed Exascale computing system.
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1. Introduction

The process migration has a task, based on the information received from the load distribution node, try to transfer the program code space, and also and the data space of a specified selected process [1]. In traditional computing systems, the process migration does not have duty to select the process and also the destination computing node [2]. The reason is the information consistency of the load balancer and the timing of the [implementation of] migration activities. In traditional computing systems, load balancer collect the information from the state of the computing node, especially the two computational node of source and destination, during the activities related to process migration is valid and there are no events during the above time which leads to a change in the status of the system and the effective nodes in the process migration execution activities [3, 4].

In Distributed Exascale computing systems, due to the definition of the concept of dynamic and interactive nature, it may leads that the system status descriptor be changed in the period of decision making about the status of the system and the execution of activities related to process migration [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. In such a case, the information that the process migration is based on, may be invalid [5, 6]. Invalidity of information will affect the two concept of the transmitted node as well as the computing node of the destination. In this case, one of two policies ignoring the changes in the scope of the activity of the process migration or the changing the executer policy [10, 11].

In the policy of ignoring the changes, the process migration, regardless of dynamic and interactive event and also its effects on the system, proceed to continue the process migration trend [5, 12, 13], one of the failure state or end of occurred action. Then the node that has the ability to evaluate the system state descriptor indicators is to examine system. In traditional computing systems, as usual, load balancer has the ability to define and evaluate sets of indicators that describe the status of the system. This node may base on the new system status, attempts to undo changes or redistribute in system or confirm changes. The main advantage of this policy is the ease of implementation. On the contrary, the system may enter into situation that contradict the nature of the functioning of the computing systems [14, 15, 16].

Changing the executer policy, as respects the processor node is the process migration, so the procedure of review and implementation from the moment of calling the process migration, from load balancer delegate to process migration. In such a situation, the process migration should be able to decide based on a set of indicators on which process has the ability to be selected as a candidates of process migration, also this node should be able to decide what indicators should the destination machine have to satisfy both the condition of the migrated processes and the condition of the effects of the dynamic and interactive events on process the system and the condition of the time [17, 18, 19]. In changing the executer policy, two patterns can be used for the process migration to determine the general policy of identifying the two concepts mentioned above. In the first policy, each node of migration, and consequently each node of the beneficiary is analyzed by the process migration and decided upon it. However, this policy makes the process migration take careful decisions correct manageability of dynamic and interactive events. But on the
contrary, requires high execution time. In this case policy, definition of a set of indicators and making decision based on these indicators. In second policy, it should be possible to describe the status of the nodes that influencing decision and the decision trend is based on a mathematical model, and based on the appropriate model with the status of the two nodes, the factors affecting the decision and decision process will be decided [5, 20].

In this article, by using matrix algebra, a mathematical model for describing the destination machines and the decision making process for selecting the destination machine in the process migration, is presented. This mathematical model provides the capability for process migration that can describe the effective indicators on the choice of destination machine and also redefine the decision making process based on the indicators. Also this mathematical model has the capability to describe the relationship between the above mentioned indicators.

2. Related Work

In traditional computing system, the system manager uses three different patterns to respond requests for processes [21, 22]. In the first pattern, the central element for answering the process requests is based on the resource discovery [22, 23]. In this method, resource discovery attempts to find resources for desired process outside the computing system. In the second pattern, the central element is the load balancer [23, 2]. In this way, the load balancer based on a set, called the Recourse State, describes the state of the computing node. Each request for the load balancer should be able to be expressed on the basis of a set of indices that are similar to the type of Resource state indices. When processes have an access request to a resource or resources in the local computing system that cannot meet the constraints required by the process to continue the process execution, the load balancer will redistribute the load and will call the process migration through migration mechanisms [24, 25]. In the third pattern, the process migration transmits a process to another computing node to meet the process requirements [26]. Each element of resource discovery and load balancer, based on information gathering, resource management and computing elements, are designed to operate at system level, despite the need to process and to create a stable state, imposes additional load to the computing system. Therefore, reducing the number of times these units activated, can reduce the response time in addition to reducing system overhead [27, 28].

Each of the three mentioned patterns uses different mechanisms for carrying out the activity that the type and structure of the mechanisms are proportional to the architecture of the distributed system, the objectives and types of received requests [23, 24, 28]. Below is a review of some of the load distribution algorithms, resource exploration and process migration in distributed cluster, grid, peer to peer and cloud systems.

2.1. Load Balancing

In high performance computing systems, especially in distributed systems, the load distribution is one of the key elements in system management, which this process affects the performance of the computing system [29]. In [30], a kind of load distribution algorithm in cloud computing systems is introduced, which the load
balancer receives a list of virtual machines and the JOB queue by scanning, and based on the information obtained, the request is made on a virtual machine properly mapped. If in this way the virtual machine is overloaded, a number of jobs will be transferred to other virtual machines. [31] Provides a mechanism for modifying the problem of throttled algorithms that do not take specific resources for tasks and are not suitable for heterogeneous virtual machine environments. In this mechanism, using clustering of virtual machines into groups in which virtual machines of a similar size, addresses the problem. This mechanism improves in wait time, runtime, turnaround time and throughput. [32] Proposes an autonomous agent-based load balancing mechanism that provides load balancing in cloud environments. This mechanism, by calculating the pre-load factor for virtual machines, is used to search for a virtual machine if the speed of the virtual machine approaches the threshold. Maintaining the information of the virtual machine of the candidate reduces the time of service. An algorithm called AMLB has been presented in [33], which collects and stores information about virtual machines, the number of received requests, at any given time, identifies the virtual machine with the least load and allocates the request to it. In this way, the virtual machine with higher processing capabilities is allocated more load. This algorithm improves response time. [34] An algorithm based on the method of estimating the end time of heterogeneous clouds is presented with the aim of improving processing time and response time. In this algorithm, a different level of timing is considered by calculating the average processing power of the virtual kernel.

In [35], a load distribution algorithm in cluster systems introduces. In this algorithm, instead of considering the queue length of the queue, it uses processor efficiency, processor queue length, network traffic, and memory efficiency to detect the load of each node. In this algorithm, after deciding on the transfer of the process, the process from the highly load to the lightly load computing node. In [36], a load distribution algorithm in grid systems is introduced. The algorithm gains load information from clusters and transfers it to a unit called GIC to store it. If the load transmitted exceeds the limit, that is, the amount of use of all cluster resources reaches a certain limit, the GIC unit will be notified. GIC transmits the load to another cluster by providing a list of other clusters that use the least.

2.2. Resource Discovery

One of the basic services in distributed computing systems such as grid computing system is the resource discovery, which should be able to provide relevant resources for requests [37]. In the classification of distributed resource algorithms in grid systems, [38] one or set of controllers finds appropriate resources in the server client architecture. In this mechanism, servers store information about the services and services they provide. When a request is received in relation to a specified service, the request is sent to the server and the appropriate resource is assigned to the request.

The paper [39] provides a sort of adaptive resource discovery mechanism and resource selection models in Grid. The mechanism is based on three models: the adaptation stretch model, the Adaptive and Model pull-pull adaptive. In the adaptation stretch model, the grid environment consists of several nodes, one of
which is a synchronization node, in which a daemon is running. This daemon can collect dynamic information such as CPU speed, CPU load, and memory size from various remote nodes. Also, due to heavy traffic to the daemon, as soon as the grid environment becomes larger and larger, the search query process will waste a lot of time. In the adaptive pressure model, the Grid environment consists of several nodes, one of the nodes being used as the coordinator, the main server is running, and the other nodes in the environment collect local status information. The grid environment in this model consists of three layers: the main coordinator (layer 1), the aggregators (layer 2) and the grid node (layer 3).

In decentralized resource discovery mechanisms, [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45] they have come up with a flat-panel architecture that has been configured. Each user connects to a node, issues your application. The node responds to requests when it implements requests, or transfers requests to other nodes.

2.3. Process Migration

The process migration in distributed systems is responsible for managing the process transmission trend. There are various mechanisms in this scope. In [46], the process migration based on parameters decision and the system purpose, chooses one of four mechanisms: total copy, precopy, lazy copy, flushing, and designing the transfer process based on it. In [47], a migration mechanism is introduced based on a genetic algorithm that effectively mitigates the load imbalance in multiple processors. In this mechanism, the genetic algorithm is used to find the best destination for migrating the process. In [48, 49, 50], the process of migration has been proposed to improve efficiency and reliability. In this mechanism, each process is divided into several repetitions. Each copy is executed on a different server to calculate the amount of tolerance. In addition, any copy processor migrates to another server if it consumes more than one current server.

3. Basic concept

The process migration in the cluster and grid computing systems, does not play a role in any of the two concepts of candidate processes and candidate computing nodes as destinations. Both responsibilities are the responsibility of the load balancer. The load balancer, based on the single variable function defined by the central processing unit, decides on the candidate computing elements as the destination machine. When the load balancer attempts to select the candidate’s computing node process transmission, this decision is made in the form of an abstract decision. In the abstract decision, the decision maker node summarizes all the factors affecting decision-making in a parameter (or decision parameters) and processes the trend of the decision in an abstract environment.

This leads to the following: a) during the decision-making trend, the role and influence of the factors effecting the decision will remain constant. B) Only the factors identified by the decision-maker affect the decision. In such a situation, the load balancer uses Eq. 1 to decide on the selection of the computing node as the destination candidate.
∀Machine_j ∈ (ComputingSystem), y = Cpuusage(t) | y + Cpu usage_process_i < 100 then select Machine_j

As seen in Eq. 1, in computing systems such as Grid and Cluster, Process I, is chose by the load balancer for the process migration. This element obtains information from the data structural of the operating system or based on the information received from the corresponding units on the labor status of each candidate computational nodes. If, in the case of transferring the process to the computing node j, the load condition does not exceed 100%, it will start the transmission. Eq. 1 is an abstract formula, in which the effects of computing nodes and the role of process in global activity, does not considered.

This decision pattern in distributed Exascale systems, especially during the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature, cannot be used because, at the time of the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature, a concept known as impression and influential nodes is defined. Based on the concept of impression and influential elements, when dynamic and interactive event occurs, the set of factors on the decision-making trend of determining the candidate nodes for the process transmission is effective, and also what element is considered for the transfer of the process is impressed. Therefore, the Process migration should attempt to define two Influence and Impressionable spaces for each process. The two spaces mentioned, should also be defined for the destination computing node.

In distributed Exascale systems, unlike traditional computing systems, the core element of performing activities from the point of view of the process migration is global activity. In traditional computing systems, the concept of process is used by the process migration. The process migration defines its activities based on the concept of the process. The redefinition of the concept of the core element based on global activity makes it possible to: A) decisions made by the process migration, in contrast to Eq. 1, to withdraw from the abstract state. B) The destination machine is selected based on its functional role in completing a part (or all) of the global activity.

Consider that each global activity is a collection of related processes. These processes are not abstract and interact with each other. This causes the process migration, during the determination of the candidate’s computing element for process transmission, requires the consideration of these interactions and communications.

If, at the moment t = Alpha, an event occurs in the system that the process migration selects process p for process migration, then the migrate set can be calculated based on all the computational elements that are allowed in Eq. 1. The members of the Migrate set are defined according to Eq. 2.

∀ Machine_j ∈ Eq. 1 | < time_condition, Dependency_condition, Deversion_condition > is Valid | < Time_condition, Type_condition, Dependency_condition > Then Machine_j ∈ Migrate_set

Eq. 2 implies that each computing node j can be a member of the migrate set, which has A) the necessary condition for membership in the set, and after the process migration the load of destination node where acceptable. B) Time constraints, dependencies, and redirection of national activity. C) Time constraints, types, and dependencies in the destination machine to accept the computing process. Eq. 2, in contrast to Eq. 1, attempts to create a space of 3 * 3, in which both process and the
destination computing node must be able to fit into an adaptable space. The element that connects the two three-dimensional spaces associated with each process and destination computing node is the time dimension.

Time from the viewpoint of the process means the consideration of the constraints governing the execution time of the process, and from the point of view of the destination computing node, means the constraints governing the implementation of processes related to global activities. In terms of the process, any concept in which the failure to perform an activity at a specified time would lead to failure of the execution process or whether an activity occurs within a given time period leads to the activation of an incident, it is a time constraint. The timing constraints from the viewpoint of computing nodes include any computing node dependency in the sense of time, which in some way will affect the management of the global activities existing in the destination computing node.

The dependency constraint is also common between process and destination computing node. In the processes, the dependency constraint is the set of dependencies of the process to other processes and resources that fail to fulfill them will lead the process to fail its execution. In the destination computing node, the dependency constraint is any ability or inability that makes the execution of the process in the event of process migration on the destination computing node.

The redirection overrides the global activity on the process space, includes all constraints, limitations, capabilities, and features of the redirect the global activity from the source to destination computing node. This redirection of global activity makes the descriptor line of the computational process change. The type constraint is defined in distributed Exascale computing systems. This constraint stems from the patterns used by the distributed Exascale computing system manager for resource categorization. For example, in distributed Exascale computing systems, uses the classification of resources based on the operating system classification model. The type constraint addresses whether the process transmission, from the source computing node to the destination computing node, has a functional definition or not? If the destination computing node has the ability to respond to the request, but the type of resource requested by the process has no comparative advantage and in the stable state of the computing system, the destination computing node is not considered as the source of the computation of the source response, in this case, the destination computing node is not capable of establishing the type constraint.

4. **ExaMig Matrix**

If, after the creation of the Migrate set, in the process a dynamic and interactive event occurs, then the ExaMig Matrix process migration stops the current process migration trend and starts a new process migration, because the process has been transferred to another process like . Another solution, known as the impact factor, is the extraction of the transformation effects of the process into and the reflection of the effects on each three dimensions of the descriptor space of the process for the process migration. In such a situation, the most important challenge of the process migration is the process that, due to the changes in the process of turning the process into , each dimension of the descriptor space from the general pattern governing the
dimension before the transformation of the $p$ to $\tilde{p}$ or as a result of this becoming, then it has lost its nature and has become in another sense. For this purpose, the process migration introduces a conceptual process called the description of the next situation based on Eq. 3.

$$\text{Circumstance} = \sum_{\text{state}_i} (\text{Beta}|\text{Alpha}_{\text{state}_i})\text{Alpha}_{\text{state}_i} \quad \text{Eq. 3}$$

In Eq. 3, if the process definition space is taken into account as a form of a three-dimensional space $(T, D, D)$, then each process $p$ is actually defined a space based on the multiplication of inner product of these three dimensions to each other. In this situation, the space $w$ a sub-space on the influence of the inner-product of space $(T, D, D)$ due to the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature, and Beta is a space of spaces $(T, D, D)$ producer which the start process migration is defined by the process, that the circumstance is the best approximation of the beta by the $w$ vector. Formula 3 describes the approximate description of the descriptor space of the process after the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature and its approximation to the process description space at the start of the migration process. Eq. 3 describes the approximate description of the descriptor space of the process after the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive event and its approximation to the process description space at the start of the migration process. If Circumstance exists, it means that the process migration is able to have an appropriate approximation for the process state after occurring in a dynamic and interactive event, otherwise, due to the lack of definition of the approximation, from viewpoint of the process migration, the process failed.

If the destination computing node has a dynamic and interactive nature and this dynamic and interactive nature causes the process transmission status be changed from the source to destination, then the process migration for each computational node in the Eq. 2 selected as the candidate computing node for the process transmission, calculates the Nominee coefficient based on Eq. 4.

$$\text{Nominee}(t) = [B_1(t) + B_2\text{Time}(t) + B_3\text{Running} - \text{ability}(t) + B_4\text{Dependency}(t) + B_5\text{Viability}(t) + B_6\text{Scalibility}(t)] \ast D(t) \quad \text{Eq. 4}$$

As is seen in Formula 4, the process migration will calculate the probability of the process migration in each computing node that is known as the destination candidate node.

$$\beta_1 = \left[ \frac{\text{NumberAccepted\ Process}_{t=\gamma}}{\text{Number\ Requested\ Process}_{t=\varepsilon}} \right]^{t} \quad \text{Eq. 5}$$

As is seen in Eq. 5, the coefficient $\beta_1$ indicates the number of processes that apply to the computing node for process migration trend and has been migrated to the computing node, in relative to the number of processes that are used for the computational element, have applied for immigration - in the specified time frame $[\gamma, \varepsilon]$. The coefficient $\beta_1$ is a value between zero and one, greater the probability of accepting the process of passing the process to the destination computing will be. $\beta_i$, which $i$ index is between 2 and 6, indicates the importance of the index defined in [6] for the ability of the computing node to perform process migration during the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature. According to [6], to let a computing
node be able to support during the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature, it is necessary to be able to include these indices in the computing node in which the dynamic and interactive event has occurred. Obviously, according to [6], the inability to calculate the indexes in a computing node which is a member of the migrate set, means that it is not possible to carry out global activities related to process migration in the computing node mentioned. $\beta_i$ indicates the importance of index $i$ for global activity, which is part of the candidate process for process migration. The coefficient $\beta_i$ may be different for each global activity. The value of $\beta_i$, depends on the significance of the coefficient of the index defined for global activity in process related process migration. The coefficient $D$ indicates the degree of distortion of the process involving the process migration of the destination computing node. The coefficient $D$ is between 1 and 100, indicating that in a certain period of time, the dynamic and interactive nature of the occurrences in several percent of cases has resulted in the failure of global activity.

In distributed Exascale computing systems, unlike traditional computing systems, each process is not considered to be abstract in terms of the ExaMig Matrix process migration. From the ExaMig Matrix process migration point of view, each process has a set of interactions and communications with other processes that comprise a global activity, as well as processes belonging to other global activities that are executing on the computing node. This makes the ExaMig Matrix process migration, necessary to consider the concept of the beneficiary elements of the process. If the ExaMig Matrix process migration for the process Beta attempts to calculate Formula 4, then the set is called $2I$, which contains effective and affecting the Beta process. The ExaMig Matrix process migration for each member of $2I$ sets, calculates Eq. 4.

Considering the calculation of Eq. 4 for the Beta process and set of $2I$ processes, the ExaMig Matrix process migration uses Eq. 6 to examine the influence and impressionable of elements of the $2I$ set on the Beta process.

$$\text{Nominee}(t)_{\text{Beta}} = [\text{Indicator}_{\text{matrix}} * \beta_{\text{matrix}}] * D(t)_{\text{matrix}} | \text{Indicator}_{\text{matrix}}$$

$$= \begin{bmatrix} 1 & I_{21} & \cdots & I_{61} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\ 1 & I_{2k} & \cdots & I_{6k} \end{bmatrix} \text{ and } \beta_{\text{matrix}} = \begin{bmatrix} \beta_1 \\ \vdots \\ \beta_k \end{bmatrix} \text{ and } D(t)_{\text{matrix}} = \begin{bmatrix} D_1(t) & \cdots & D_6(t) \end{bmatrix}$$

Eq. 6

As can be seen in Eq. 6, in distributed Exascale computing systems, for each Beta process, mapping the values of the invertible variable $\text{Nominee}(t)_{\text{Beta}}$ is available. The $\text{Nominee}(t)_{\text{Beta}}$ vector is a 6*6 vector. This vector illustrates the effects of the elements of the $2I$ set on the process migration of the Beta process during the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature. In formula 6, the $\text{Indicator}_{\text{matrix}}$ indicates the effect of each element of set $2I$ on a specific and definite element $j$, in which the $j$ can be $[\text{Time}(t), \text{Running ability}(t), \text{Dependency}(t), \text{Viability}(t), \text{Scalibility}(t)]$. each member of $I_{nk}$ set can be calculated from the Eq. 7.

$$I_{nk} = \lim_{t \to \text{Stable}} \text{influence (Machine } q \to \text{Variable } j) | q \in 2I, j$$

Eq. 7

As seen in Eq. 7, the effect of the computing node $q$ on the variable $j$ in the state in which the system is in stable state, is calculated and considered as the value of
The effect of the machine $q$ on the $j$ variable is that the computing node $q$ depends on has an effect on the variable $j$ or not. If the value of $I_{nk}$ is more the specified value $Z$, the $Z$ value is depends on the nature of the program executing on the distributed Exascale computing system, then the influence of computing node $q$ on the variable $j$ is strong and has influences on the process migration; otherwise the computing node $q$ will be omitted from the 2I set.

In Eq. 6, each element of the $\beta_{matrix}$ indicates the significance of coefficient of the computing element’s ability to perform process migration during the occurrence of the dynamic and interactive nature of the vector form. each element of the $\beta_{matrix}$ is calculated on the basis of this, if any of the $j$ indicators contained in each computing node can be assigned to a vector. In this vector, the vector size is equal to the weight of the index and its direction, is the as the process migration in the computing node. At the moment of the creation of a distributed Exascale computing system, this vector is positive for all indexes, and over time and according to the process migration, the direction and amount of these vectors varies. The weights of the vectors with each other and with the Beta process are the components of the elements of $\beta_{matrix}$.

In Eq. 6, each element of the $D(t)_{matrix}$ indicates the refractive index of the computing node for performing process migration during the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature in the form of vectors. The value of each element of the $D(t)_{matrix}$ matrix is equal to the weighted error rate of the vector of process migration impediments with each other and with the Beta process.

The $Nominee(t)_{\beta}$ is calculated as the effective coefficient of the computing node containing the Beta process, which is the member of the Migrate set. The process migration for each constituent process which is the member of migrate set, begins to calculate $Nominee(t)_{\beta}$ vector. Then, by considering the orientation of process migration from the indicators mentioned in [6], compares the vectors and select the destination computing node.

5. Evaluation

To evaluate the proposed mechanism for selecting the destination node in distributed Exascale computing systems [7, 9], a peer to peer computing system is used. In this computational system, the system manager uses the notion of areas for system management, this make it possible for this kind of computational system to be four regions that are commensurate with the four main sources defined by the operating system. In this type of computing system, global activity concept is used to examine impressionable and influence concept on the chosen process for process migration trend.

In order to evaluate the proposed framework, two types of global activity have been executed MM5 [51, 52] and WRF [51, 52] software tools that require distributed Exascale computing and processing system, each of these two software systems use available computational resources based on their own global activities. So, there are two types of executing global activities in the system. Each computing element of the system can be involved in execution of one or two global activity at each time. On the other hand, each computing node can execute one or more parts of global activity in a time unite. These part of global activities are not dependent.
System formation contains 140 computing nodes, which allow the computational system considered to be test bed as a broad system for each of the two software system. The mentioned software typically runs on less than 140 computing node, makes it possible to analyze software state at a time when they are on a large system.

Due to the nature of distributed Exascale systems and the necessity of defining the initial computational system, 30 computing nodes were considered as primary computational system. These 30 computational nodes are in accordance with the basic requirement of the computational processes associated with the applied scientific and practical program to create dynamic and interactive events on machine No.7 specific version of system management software has been used, in which the process migration uses the ExaMig matrix mechanism. The machine No.7 was chosen because of its participation in the most execution time of scientific program of both program global activities. Hardware configuration of this computing machine is the same as the other computing machines in the system. If, for every global activity, the activity page as expressed in [53] is considered, in the majority of the time for execution of scientific and applied programs, computational node NO.7 is the intersection point of both pages corresponds to global activity. Each other computing node can also be selected as the considering computing node. In computing node NO.7 the process migration is able to manage the process creation connection and interactions with system environment, which leads to dynamic and interactive nature. For this purpose, management element stated in No.7 node.

Is able to manage process that are not present in the global activity structure.

Manage the relationship between two processes which create the global activity that are not considered in the basic structure of the global activity.

The computing node NO.7, related to on other machines process of two applied scientific and practical software. The No.7 machine management is able to manage connection between applied process and global activity and also the corresponding process is out of the computational system that does not consider in structure of global activity responsibility, the system and consequently No.7 computing node, has been investigated in 50 time unite. In figure No.1 the number of occurrence related to the conventional process migration and also process migration at dynamic and interactive occurrence time in one of the migrate set element in No.7 computing node.

As seen in figure1, conventional, in computing node No.7, on arrange of 2/0 processing request occurs. In computing node No.7, in each examining time unite, among the processes related to the two global activities, there are 2/8 processes that contains some requests which cannot be responded in computing node Nom.7 but there is a computing node that able to respond to those requests. On the other hand, in computing node nom.7 after formation of the migrate set, on average 1.5 requests per time unite become dynamic and interactive. From migration management point of view, in 56% of cases, after the migration set formation for decision making about the destination computing node, a dynamic and interactive nature occurs at least on one computing node and make the process migration management to used ExaMig matrix mechanism. The dynamic and interactive occurrence shows the need of defining ExaMig matrix mechanism in 56% of migrate set formation by process migration.
Incident has led to the dynamic and interactive process migration. From the process migration viewpoint, in 35% of the examining time, computing node No.7, has not been involved in a dynamic and interactive event in any element of the migrate set so the ExaMig mechanism has not been activated. If computing node No.7 test repeats for many times, it is seen in 35% of examining time no incident leads to ExaMig activation the number is changing among 20 up to 43 percent. The reason for this acceptable spectrum is not the specific and practical software nature. The scientific and practical program and its global activity was the same in all experiments, especially when the number of test repetition increases and the system inters the equilibrium state and follow a steady pattern. The reason for this is the choice of machines that of member of migrate set. In the other words, the dynamic and interactive occurrence where the system test is in its equilibrium state, in 39.5% of the time depends on the ExaMig process migration management use what kind of algorithm to choose migrate set computation node.

As seen in figure 1, the operational nature of processes related to global activity in computing node No.7 is such that in 12 times computing node No.7 checking, 100%. Common process migration request converted to dynamic and interactive process migration. By considering the scientific and practical programs execution it is concluded, from 12 times, 18 times due to the creation of a new process, 3 times due to the communication and interaction between processes and one time due to the interaction with system environment effect, in computing node such as 5, 15 and 25, as one of the migrate set member. Involved in dynamic and interactive nature what is important in this regard, is that ExaMig mechanism does not consider the dynamic and interactive creation reason in migrate set member to re-decide on destination computing node.

The ExaMig investigate the migrate set status based on formula 6 after dynamic and interactive nature, the r-weighs the migrate set members.
In figure 2, the experiment has been reviewed in two situations, in the first situation, the process migration management in the time of dynamic and interactive occurrence in one or more migrate set member uses the ExaMig mechanism and in the second situation it uses re-building the migrate set or reload balancing. Each execution time of both situations at system considering time is shown, as shown in fig two, average time required to run the ExaMig matrix mechanism at any considering time is about 51.38 and the average time required to run the load balancing is about 52.92 time unite.

Figure 2. the time execution of ExaMig Matrix mechanism and Reload Balancing Approach

From the process migration management point of view this means in case of dynamic and interactive nature occurrence for each of migrate set member the required time to create new migrate set or re-weighing the current migrate set member with considering the dynamic interactive effect on set member that dynamic and interactive occurs in, tack two time unites the major functional difference of the ExaMig process migration in using matrix mechanism or reload is the required information for making decision and create migrate set. if the computing system has the fixed pattern of hardware and software information like time unit 5-7 the required time to execute reload mechanism is low and matrix mechanism execution time is incomparable with that generally when changing frequency of system resource status variables and also the five process migration management decision making variable are low and system stay in equilibrium condition mechanisms like reload higher performance and less execution time than matrix mechanism on the other hand in a situation where the changing frequency of resources and process migration management decision making performance are high and function 4 and 6 completely depend on time concept – the matrix mechanism functionality due to the re-weighing migrate set members and their dis changing in this situation is lower accumulation. In the reload mechanism- the members of the migrate set may be different from those of the previous migrate set. This is due to the accumulation of new information about
the system state and computing node. However- while the matrix mechanism does not change the migrate set member- their weighs change to be selected as the destination computing node. On the other hand –the matrix mechanism is able to after calculating formula 6 and calculating each strata by formula 7- make decision about the destination node based on each $\text{Nominee}(t)_{\text{beta}}$ strata. In the matrix mechanism, according to the $\text{Nominee}(t)_{\text{beta}}$ dimensions, the decision space for choosing the destination computing node change from a traditional one-dimensional space based on the central processing unit capacity to a $6^*k$ dimensional space that showing the combinations and effects of the five dimensional process migration decision making on each other.

In fig.3 the number of computing node candidate and the migrate set member are shown in both the conventional process migration and matrix.

![Candidate Machine](image)

**Figure 3. the number of candidate computing node chosen by ExaMig Matrix mechanism**

As seen in fig.3, conventionally 0.62 computing node selected as process migration destination computing node candidate in each system investigating time unit. Difference between numbers of occurrence leads to process migration destination is the absence of an appropriate element for managing process migration. The reason for this subject in the system management nature, in system management, if process requests access to a resource that local computing node lacks the ability to respond, a process migration management is called. Process migration management create migrate set based on information of operation history data structure and also decision making parameter status and the constraints and condition of process request. If the each of the three factors above information is not enough or the process request constraints and conditions not appropriate for any computing node, system management calls the resource discovery. There for process migration is not feasible because difference between the computing node candidate number and the number of occurrences leading to the process migration activation and migrate set creation, so it change to resource discovery trend.
In Figure 4, the Circumstance vector creation status for the process 114 is displayed in computing node num7. Process 114, in computing node num7, is randomly selected and any other computing process can be selected. In the test shown in Figure 4, the Circumstance vector computation condition for Process # 114, which at the time of process migration is of a dynamic and interactive nature, is displayed for 50 times the experiment.

As seen in Figure 4, the ExaMig Matrix process migration, in the 56% of events found a Circumstance vector. From ExaMig Matrix’s process migration point of view, this means that in 56 percent of the cases, the process migration, after the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive event, is able to recreate the vector corresponding to the process and extract the process vector image in each of the three dimensions (T, D, D) and the definition of the space w for the process.

The reason for this is, how to form wi vectors. The wi vectors are obtained from the process state of the computing node that are membered in candidate set in each of the three dimensions (T, D, D). Generally, the nature of processes executing on a computing system is such that the change in the resultant state of the computational processes does not occur immediately. The nature of the computational processes of the scientific and software executing on the computing system at the time of the system review, employs a pattern of stability and no immediate change. This leads to the fact that, except at certain times, the status of the wi vectors of the computational elements of the candidate set member is stable and not subject to change. Therefore, the pattern of finding or not finding the Circumstance approximation vector for successive experiments is usually constant and does not change the state of the computational processes existing in the computational node of the candidate set member.

**Figure 4. Calculating the Circumstance vector in ExaMig Matrix process migration**
The instantaneous changes shown in Fig. 4 are due to the change in the candidate set elements and, consequently, the change of the wi vectors relative to the computing elements of the candidate member set. This is due to the change in the position of the candidate’s computing nodes. The change in the status of the nodes of the candidate’s set can be due to the change in the members of the candidate’s set as a result of the fulfillment or non-fulfillment of the conditions expressed in Eq. 2 or the change in the executive status of the candidate member nodes.

6. Discussion

The activation of the process migration means that failure to execute the process in the source computational node, and the computational process must be transferred to another computing node, to continue the process of running the global activity. On the other hand, in distributed Exascale computing systems, there is a possibility of a dynamic and interactive nature at any moment in the process of implementing a global activity. This dynamic and interactive nature can occur from the moment that process starts transferring from source to destination. In such a situation, the process migration should have a mechanism for managing and controlling the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature and also preventing the failure of the process migration. The inability of the process migration to perform the two tasks mentioned above until the load balancer is activated again, needs to gather information about the new status of the system. For this purpose, the process migration must be able to change the axial node from process to global activity. Changing the axial element of the process migration from process to global activity, will change the duty of process migration from process transmission to changing the execution trend of global activity.

The axial node changing makes it in addition to the traditional definition of the process migration, as the process application management node for global activities, when one (or more than one) process of global activity is in the local computing node has a request that the local computing node lacks the ability to respond to, but the computing system has node that have the ability to respond to requests, also to be used. Changing the axial node, the process migration from process to global activity, cause that the node has the ability to manage and control dynamic and interactive event during its implementation. Dynamic and interactive event during execution of the process related to the process migration, the three elements, source, destination and process migration management were identified as the main node and beneficiaries of the activities related to the process migration. Dynamic and interactive nature can occur in any of the three mentioned elements. In this article, investigates the status of the process migration activities at the time of occurrence of the dynamic and interactive nature of the destination node and after start of process migration, as well as the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature for the process at the time of selection as a immigrant process. The occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature in the destination node, during the process of implementing the process migration, increase the probability of failure in the implementation of this activity. The occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature in the destination node, it may create a situation that does not allow to run immigrant process at destination.
The occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature in the process selected as an immigrant process, may cause the immigrant process requirements to be change so that the target computing node fails to meet the requirements at the process. In this case also process migration will fail.

Increasing the chances of failure during source discovery activities will increase the time cost of executing process management operations in distributed Exascale computing systems. The nature of the activities of the process migration is in a way which at the time of the transfer of the process from the source node to the destination computing node, immigrant process and set of process that interact and communicate with processes in standby mode. This situation means increasing the time of implementation scientific and practical and increasing the response time. On the other hand, at the time of the activities related to the process migration just this node is interacting with the relevant nodes, including the process and the computational nodes of the source and destination. The process changes and the computing node due to the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature during the execution of activities related to the process migration by this node can be analyzed and extracted. Therefore, if the process migration can, based on a pattern derived from the properties of activity, describe and analyze the process and the computational node to be able to change when dynamic and interactive nature occurs. Defining a set of nodes as the target computing node, as well as redefining them based on properties that effect on process activities, will reduce the probability of failure of global activities.

Changing the axial node, the process migration management node, caused that from the point of view(sight)of the process migration management node, the migrating processes, in the target computing node are based on a three-dimensional space, and the target computing node is also described based on a three dimensional space. The description of the nodes of the three dimensional process space causes the process to leave an abstract concept and to be considered part of a global activity. This makes it possible for the process node, two concepts of the influential node and impressionable node space. Defining the two spaces makes it possible for the process node transfer time from the source computing node to the target computing node, if any of the effective nodes on the process definition space are changed, provided this change causes the process request space differ from the initial request space of the process. In this case, the process migration is to retrieve the other computing node as the destination. On the other hand, the definition of the two influential and impressionable space on the process makes it possible, in the event of a dynamic and interactive nature in the process during transfer process, the process migration as an element that is associated with the process and controls it, can put the impacts of the dynamic and interactive nature of the process on other nodes of computing system management, which are working with the elements of the collection. Defining the process space based on the three concepts of time constraints, dependency and also redirection of activity, it implies the concepts of acceptable nodes as the destination of the process. These two dimensions represent the process requirements to continue their work. Dependences indicates the effect of two influential and impressionable space on the process. This dimension, explicitly
states how the process has some patterns in terms of influence of the nodes of the beneficiary or effect on other nodes. Dependence dimension, in fact, it's the mapping of the effective nodes space and remapping of influential nodes of the process. The aforementioned dimension indicates the elements that the process need them to carry out its actions, as well as the nodes that need the process to continue their activity.

Redirect activity dimension, is taken from the concept of global activity. This dimension indicates the feature that computation node of the destination should have, possibility to redirect global activity and implement part of global activity in the target computing node. This dimension implicitly expresses the constraints that are govern in process migration trend. Three dimensional process describing space from the sight of process migration, describing the requirements of the process, considering that the process is part of global activity. The definition of the target computing node space is also described based on the three dimensional space, time constraints, type and dependence. Type dimension, indicates the capabilities of the target computing node for carrying out activities. The time constraint is defined as the constraint of sharing the two definition space of the target computing node and process from sight of the process migration, it explains whether the computing node has the ability to execute the process. The dependency constraint indicates the effects of two effective and impression space on the computational node space. This dimension indicates which node to carry out their activities require the presence of a computing node, and which node must be present .This feature is normally set by the load balancer management.

In formula number three, if the process definition space is considered in the form of a three dimensional space (T, D, D), in this case expression each process p is actually a defined space based on the three dimensions in each other. In this situation, we can consider the space w a sub-space of inner products of space elements. (T, D, D) due to the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature and Beta is a space of process migration is defined based on it. In this case, the circumstance is the best approximation of the Beta by the w vector Eq. 3, describes the approximate of the descriptor space of the process state after the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature and its approximation to the process description space at the time of migration begins. If circumstance exits, this means that the process migration is able to have an appropriate approximation for the process state after occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature and otherwise, due to a lack of process migration fail.

In this paper, for managing the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature in the immigrant process, during the implementation of the activities related to the process migration, based on the vector algebra begins to describe the system status.

7. Conclusion

In distributed Exascale computing systems, the process migration, in addition to the task of transferring the process from the destination-to-source computing element, is responsible for creating a new accountability structure for the computing process of the global activity participant. In this type of computational system, the process migration is attempting to create a new accountability structure in the computing
system for a process that has not the ability to respond to its requests in the destination computing node. During the transmission trend, from the destination-to-source computing element, a dynamic and interactive nature can occur. A dynamic and interactive nature can occur in either of the three elements of the computing: element of the destination, the source and migration process, or in more than one beneficiary nodes. The most important consequence of the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature during the execution of activities related to the process migration is to increase the response time and increase the probability of failure of the process migration trend. In the ExaMig Matrix mechanism, by changing the axis element, from the process to the element of global activity provides a model for dealing with and managing the occurrence of the dynamic and interactive nature of the process element during the process migration trend. In this mechanism, by defining the set of candidate computing elements as the target computing node, in addition, reducing the probability of failure of the process migration trend, if there is a dynamic and interactive nature in the process element, it is possible to define new responsiveness structures for the process. In the ExaMig Matrix mechanism to manage and control the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature in the destination computing node, while using the notion of computing elements of the target candidate, concepts such as impressionable and influential nodes on the computing system, coefficient of acceptance and refractive index are considered. In each computing node of the destination candidate, the definitions and indicators for executing and executing process migration from the viewpoint of the process migration is considered, taking into account the above concepts, after the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature. Take place Based on the fact that the processor migration trend is based on which feature and indicator, it is decided which computing node of the candidate member is capable of executing the process. This makes the process migration, in addition to having a mechanism, able to control and manage the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive nature in the computing system at the time of execution, without requiring a recall of the load distribution, it is able to prevent the failure of activities related to process migration.
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